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Abstract  

The paper argues that the microfoundations programme can be understood as an implementation of 

an underlying methodological principle, methodological individualism, and that it therefore shares a 

fundamental ambiguity with that principle, viz, whether the macro must be derived from and 

therefore reducible to, or rather consistent with micro-level behaviours.  The pluralist conclusion of 

the paper is not that research guided by the principle of microfoundations is necessarily wrong, but 

that the exclusion of approaches not guided by that principle is indeed necessarily wrong.  The 

argument is made via an examination of the advantages claimed for dynamic stochastic general 

equilibrium models, the relationship between parts and wholes in social science, and the concepts of 

reduction, substrate neutrality, the intentional stance, and hypostatisation.   
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1 Introduction 

The microfoundations of macroeconomics project has attracted considerable critical attention, 

including hundreds of papers and several books, over recent decades.  Yet the matter is now of 

greater importance than ever.  The macroeconomics which practitioners actually do – in leading 

centres for research, including central banks – and the macroeconomics which we teach – at 

postgraduate, and increasingly at undergraduate levels – are overwhelmingly based on the dynamic 

stochastic general equilibrium (DSGE) approach – that is, the  a e i o-fou ded .  Fo  the use of 
DSGE models in central banks, see below, and Harrison et al (2005).  The first words of Williamson 

(2002: xxi) – a standard mainstream intermediate undergraduate text in macroeconomics, with 

many subsequent editions – a e this ook follo s a ode  app oa h to a oe o o i s  
building macroeconomic odels f o  i oe o o i  p i iples , while the first words of Wickens 

: , a sta da d postg aduate a oe o o i s te t, a e Mode  e o o i s seeks to e plai  
the agg egate e o o  usi g theo ies ased o  st o g i oe o o i  fou datio s .   

The present paper makes a number of comments on the microfoundations project.  The next section 

locates the origin of the project in the postwar neoclassical synthesis, and addresses, and rejects, the 

usual assumption that the approach is rooted in the Lucas critique of econometric policy evaluation.  

The Smets-Wouters model is briefly considered as an example, and the advantages claimed for it by 

the European Central Bank (ECB) are appraised.  A second substantive section analyses the 

microfoundations approach in relation to an underlying methodological approach, namely 

methodological individualism, and suggests that both approaches share an ambiguity regarding the 

relation between micro and macro.  The se tio  o ludes ith a dis ussio  of Watki s s half- a  
a d o k- otto  e pla atio s, a d of top-down versus bottom-up methodological stances.   A 

further substantive section addresses the relationship between wholes and parts in social science, 

drawing on the concepts of substrate neutrality and the intentional stance due to Daniel Dennett.  

The relevance of the concept of hypostatisation is explained and the standpoint of Mises and Nagel 

on hypostatisation is contrasted with that of Smith, Marx, Hayek, Dawkins, Toynbee and Dennett.  

The final substantive section addresses the use of the concepts of equilibrium and the 

representative agent, arguing that a number of key assumptions required for tractability are 

essentially ad hoc.  A final section draws the conclusion that while the use of microfoundations for 

o e s esea h is a legiti ate st ateg , the use of a requirement for microfoundations to police the 

research of others imposes heavy costs.   

 

2 History and importance of microfoundations 

This section will give a very brief statement of the historical origin of the topic – brief as most of it is 

very well known – and some discussion on the importance of the topic today.  That significance lies 

in that most modern mainstream macro is based on DSGE, and, although the microfoundations issue 

long pre-dates DSGE, it is DSGE which is regarded as the microfoundation of mainstream 

macroeconomics today.  We will therefore have to identify the relationship between DSGE models 

and microfoundations.   

It is generally thought that in the postwar period neoclassical microeconomics fused with Keynesian 

macroeconomics to constitute the neoclassical synthesis.  This is a simplification.  The eoclassical 
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microeconomics  referred to here is the Marshallian partial-equilibrium approach, and the 

Keynesian macroeconomics , a bowdlerised, neoclassical re-i te p etatio  of so e of Ke es s 
ideas.  But there is another trend which, like Marshallian partial equilibrium, emerged from the 

marginalist revolution of the late-nineteenth century, namely Walrasian general equilibrium theory.  

Pa tl  e ause Wal as s Elements of Pure Economics was published in French, and partly because it 

was couched in a mathematical formalism for which the profession was not yet ready, this 

framework for thought about the economy had remained relatively obscure.  After the Second 

World War, a number of factors, including the use made of general equilibrium arguments by the 

socialist side in the socialist calculation debate, the greater mathematisation of the discipline, and 

the translation of the Elements into English, prepared the ground for a significant and rapid 

improvement in its profile.  Since general equilibrium is an attempt to theorise the economy as a 

whole, it can be viewed as an alternative, or at least an alternative to, macroeconomics.  There 

were, therefore, a microeconomic trend, and two macroeconomic trends in play:  

Around the mid-1950s two more or less separate approaches existed to studying economy-

wide phenomena: general equilibrium theory and (Keynesian) macroeconomics … The 

neoclassical synthesis reconciled general equilibrium theory and (Keynesian) 

macroeconomics by giving each of them its own domain of applicability: macroeconomics 

(with its assumption of sticky money wages) gives an accurate description of the economy in 

the short run, while long-run developments of the economy were considered to be 

adequately described by the general equilibrium approach.  (Janssen, 2008: 2-3)  

However, this synthesis led to dissatisfaction.  The sticky money prices of the one contradicted the 

market-clearing assumptions of the other; moreover the generally accepted tenet of methodological 

individualism that the macro must at least be consistent with individual decision-making suggested 

that the Walrasian approach was in some sense more basic.  According to Janssen (2008: 3) this was 

the trigger for the quest for microfoundations – the search for a description of agent-level behaviour 

from which aggregate-level consequences could be derived. The solution which the profession has 

converged on is DSGE modelling with representative agents, and the school of thought which has 

adopted this solution, following the merger of the New Keynesian and Real Business Cycle schools of 

thought, has been called the New Neoclassical Synthesis (NNS):  

the NNS models have become the standard workhorse fo  o eta  poli  a al sis … 
Bayesian NNS models … combine a sound, microfounded structure suitable for policy 

analysis with a good probabilistic description of the observed data and good forecasting 

performance.  (Smets & Wouters, 2007: 587)  

The Lucas critique (Lucas, 1976) is often regarded as an important step in the development of the 

microfoundations project and is still frequently referred to in support of a micro-founded approach, 

so it warrants discussion here.  The problem is that the Lucas critique is a critique of inductive-

theory-based empirical models.  It is not a critique of any theory of macroeconomic entities.  Such 

entities are assumed not to exist and ignored in the critique.  So what it does say – that observed 

macro-level regularities cannot be assumed to remain regular in the event of a change in the rules of 

the game, such as a change in government fiscal or monetary policy – is perfectly reasonable; it is 

hat it does t sa  – whether macro entities can exist – which for us is the real point.  Lu as s 
critique is essentially a syllogism (Lucas, 1976: 41).  The ajo  p e iss is that the structure of an 
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econometric model consists of optimal decision rules of economic agents  – this is hat is given , 

what he can assume that his audience will agree with.  But it is this major premiss that already 

impounds microfoundations, not the remainder of the syllogism, which merely adds that a change in 

policy will change those decision rules, so the model will change – so do t try to forecast the effect 

of a policy change using historical data which assume that the policy has not changed.  The major 

premiss sa s that the st u tu e of the e o o et i  odel  that is, our model of macro 

phe o e a  o sists of  is fou ded i , is completely reducible to  opti al de isio  ules of 
e o o i  age ts  the i ofou datio  of the a o phe o e a .   

The importance of the microfoundations issue is very simply that modern mainstream 

macroeconomics is based entirely on DSGE models.  And DSGE in turn is synonymous with 

microfoundations.  Ge e al e uili iu  theo  is oe te si e ith the theo  of the 
microfoundations of a oe o o i s  Wei t au , 1977: 1-2).  D“GE … odels a e uilt o  

i oe o o i  fou datio s  Sbordone et al, 2010: 23).   

 

An interesting example can be seen on the ECB webpage relating to the research of the ECB (ECB, 

nd1).  Links are provided to pages discussing four models, and to a report evaluating the research 

a ied out at the a k.  The latte  fo eg ou ds the stellar example  of the new area-wide dynamic 

stochastic general equilibrium model, used for producing ECB forecasts and policy simulations  
(Freedman, et al, 2011: 31).  Three of the four models mentioned are described as micro-founded.  

One such is a model developed by Frank Smets and Raf Wouters, in an article entitled A  esti ated 

dynamic stochastic general equilibrium model of the Euro a ea  (Smets & Wouters, 2003).  By the 

middle of the last decade this model as ega ded as a ode  o kho se a d e h a k odel 
fo  a al zi g o eta  a d fis al poli  Uhlig, : 3), and it is now used routinely by central 

banks around the world, including the Federal Reserve and the ECB.  (A senior central bank 

researcher, who must remain anonymous, complained to me in 2005 that the only model permitted 

at his place of work was a DSGE model with a representative agent.)   

 

The Smets-Wouters model, according to the ECB webpage (ECB, nd2), o i es a rigorous 

microeconomic derivation of the behavioural equations of macro models with an empirically 

plausible calibration , a d offe s th ee ai  advantages – advantages which are worth dwelling on:  

  

1. The  [sc microfoundations] provide a theoretical discipline on the structure of the model 

that is being estimated, which may be particularly helpful in those cases where the data 

themselves are not very informative, for example regarding the long-run behaviour of the 

economy or because there has been a regime change. 

2. Bei g a le to elate the edu ed-form parameters to deeper structural parameters makes 

the use of the model for policy analysis more appropriate, i.e. less subject to the Lucas 

critique, as those structural parameters are less likely to change in response to changes in 

policy regime. 

3. Mi o-founded models may provide a more suitable framework for analysing the optimality 

of various policy strategies as the utility of the agents in the economy can be taken as a 

easu e of elfa e  (ECB, nd2).   
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This neatly summarises the rationale for adopting microfounded – ie DSGE – models.  They provide a 

modelling structure where the data, when allowed to speak for themselves, fail to say anything very 

much, they avoid the Lucas critique, and they provide a basis for estimating the desirability of policy.  

Let s o side  these i  tu .  We ha e al ead  see  that the Lu as iti ue has othi g to sa  o  the 
existence of macro entities worthy of consideration in their own right, but assumes that modellers 

will adopt a microfoundations approach.  The assertion is that these structural  parameters – ie the 

tastes and preferences of households and the technology available to firms – are deepe , ie more 

rooted in agent behaviour than ad hoc  atheoretical econometric parameters.  The first point, that 

i ofou datio s p o ide a theo eti al dis ipli e  a d a  e helpful for looking at the long run or 

examining cases of egi e ha ge  is esse tiall  the sa e poi t.  The lai  is that ad ho  odels 
may be unable to say anything about the long run, and may be misleading if there has been a regime 

change.  Micro-founded models can point towards long-run trends and should not be vulnerable to 

regime changes – that is, they avoid the Lucas critique.   

The final point, that micro-founded models provide a basis for comparing the optimality of 

alternative policies is set out clearly by Woodford:  

A second advantage of proceeding from explicit microeconomic foundations is that in this 

case, the welfare of private agents – as indicated by the utility functions that underlie the 

st u tu al elatio s of o e s odel of the t a s issio  e ha is  [of o eta  poli ] – 

provides a natural objective in terms of which alternative policies should be evaluated.  

(Woodford, 2003: 12) 

Woodford spells this out in Ch , I flatio , “ta ilizatio  a d Welfa e : 

An important advantage of using a model founded upon private-sector optimization to 

analyze the consequences of alternative policy rules is that there is a natural welfare 

criterion in the context of such a model, provided by the preferences of private agents, 

which are displayed in the structural relations that determine the effects of alternative 

policies.  Such a utility-based approach to welfare analysis has long been standard in the 

theory of public finance.  It is not too common in analyses of monetary policy, perhaps 

because it is believed that the main concerns of monetary stabilization policy are assumed 

away in models with explicit micro-foundations.  But we have seen [in previous chapters] 

that odels fou ded o  i di idual opti izatio  a  e o st u ted that … allo  fo  ealisti  
effects of monetary policy upon real variables. (Woodford, 2003: 382) 

Wren-Lewis comments on this:  

Woodfo d s app oa h to de i i g the o je ti es of e e ole t poli  ake s has ee  

immediately adopted in the literature, such that papers now routinely use this approach in 

deriving policy objectives. This is despite the fact that such derivations may result in policy 

objectives that are highly unrealistic, because the models from which they derive generally 

contain no unemployment and no bankruptcies.  Wren-Lewis (2011: 131) 

Not only are the models unrealistic in the sense Wren-Lewis describes, relating to the assumptions 

of the model, but they are also unrealistic in the Friedmanian sense that they do not make good 

predictions: according to a recent Bank of England Working Paper discussing the Ba k s forecasting 
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platform the absolute forecast performance of DSGE models and their competitors is poor. In terms 

of their ability to forecast individual variables, like GDP and inflation, these models typically fail to 

beat simple univariate statistical models  Burgess, et al, 2013: 7).  According to Dotsey, writing in a 

journal of the Federal Reserve Bank of Philadelphia, at short horizons (one quarter), DSGE models 

do about as well as purely statistical procedures when forecasting output and inflation, but at 

horizons of one year, they do somewhat better … However, forecasts that use various model 

restrictions in forming priors still generally outperform those from DSGE models  Dotse , : 14 

and n7).   

The lack of realism of DSGE models makes them highly unsuitable for policy evaluation.  Moreover, 

the argument that the utility function that underlies the structural parameters of a model provides a 

basis for the examination of social welfare is erroneous.  These utility functions are not derived from 

the behaviour of specific individuals, but posited as the property of a single individual to which the 

economy as a whole has been reduced.  That means that they are quite divorced from the wants and 

needs of any really existing individuals in the economy.    

Moreover, this habitual mode of presentation of the matter – one in which microfoundations merely 

offer advantages  – is disingenuous.  What is much more worrying is that the requirement of 

microfoundations acts as a shibboleth, facilitating a policing function.  The criterion of the presence 

of microfoundations can be used to ensure that only the orthodox get published and are attended 

to.  Wren-Lewis mentions an unnamed conference he had atte ded within the microfoundations 

modelling community : 

The concern expressed at the conference … was not that papers that included non-

microfounded elements were mislabelled, but that these papers should not have been 

discussed alongside fully microfounded models. Typically the argument would be that 

serious academic analysis should be restricted to fully microfounded models, and that any 

hybrid models should be reserved for discussion elsewhere.  (Wren-Lewis, 2011: 137) 

Fo  e a ple, papers analysing inflation inertia should only be discussed in (the better) academic 

circles after the microfoundations for such behaviour have been worked out .  So microfoundations 

are, or at least on this view should be, e ui ed as a p e e uisite fo  the se ious  dis ussion of a 

esea he s o k.  Wren-Lewis considers at length the example of price rigidity.  The problem here 

was that, despite empirical evidence that such rigidities existed, and acceptance by economists that 

that was a very relevant consideration for macroeconomic models, price rigidities were seen as 

o t adi ti g the assu ptio  of atio al i di idual eha iou : Why did agents write fixed price 

contracts, when it appeared to make them worse off? The argument that such contracts existed in 

reality did not appear forceful enough: internal consistency overrides external consistency.  W e -

Lewis, 2011: 139).  The consequence was that there was a hiatus of more than two decades before it 

became respectable to include price rigidity in mainstream models.  Only once thoroughly 

microfounded models with price-rigidity had been demonstrated, starting with a 1995 paper by 

Obstfeld and Rogoff, was such an approach considered respectable. 

Thus mainstream economics partitions macroeconomic research activity into two kinds: 

i ofou ded odels, ega dless of thei  dista e f o  ealit , a e s ie tifi , hile ad ho  odels, 
that is, everything else, regardless of their proximity to reality, are conjectures, which may or may 

http://dictionary.reference.com/browse/shibboleth?__utma=1.420282993.1352228994.1371579225.1372435866.61&__utmb=1.2.10.1372435866&__utmc=1&__utmx=-&__utmz=1.1372435866.61.53.utmcsr=google|utmccn=(organic)|utmcmd=organic|utmctr=(not%20provided)&__utmv=-&__utmk=199214127
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not lead to scientific theory to the extent that, over time, they are discovered to be amenable to 

being microfounded.     

It is worth pursuing this a bit further.  The overall conclusion of Wren-Lewis is that internal 

consistency has taken a central position in the development of macroeconomics:  

the dominant approach in macroeconomics … appear[s] to adopt a clear methodological 

approach, which promotes internal consistency above external consistency as a necessary 

condition of admissibility … macromodelling based on microfoundations represents a 

methodological position that is clearly distinct from other approaches in macroeconomics. In 

particular, this type of modelling elevates internal consistency to a necessary condition of 

admissibility.  In contrast, external consistency, in the sense of conformability with empirical 

evidence, is desirable … but it is not essential.… The key to the rapid adoption of Woodfo d s 
approach is that it avoids an internal inconsistency that might otherwise arise between 

different parts of the model.  Thus the realism of these derived social welfare functions is 

not the key issue. They have been immediately adopted because they are internally 

consistent with the rest of the model.  Wren-Lewis (2011: 131) 

Since I will discuss the issue of consistency in the next section it is important to be clear that what 

Wren-Lewis is talking about here is something different.  The consistency that I will discuss in one 

possible interpretation of methodological individualism is that between phenomena and their 

substrate.  The consistency that Wren-Lewis is discussing is that between different parts of a 

theoretical ensemble.  This becomes clearer when he discusses the modelling strategy of the ECB.  

At the core of that strategy is the Smets-Woute s odel.  But e all that the ECB s oast as that 

this strategy combined a igo ous i oe o o i  de i atio  of the eha iou al e uatio s of a o 
models with an empirically plausible calibration .  The calibration of the Smets-Wouters model 

involves Bayesian estimation of the relevant parameters of the model, 

However, estimation is not allowed to immediately modify the theoretical structure and 

dynamics of the model, as it could do in a structural econometric model for example.  

Instead estimation follows the RBC tradition where data dynamics not captured by the 

theory is ascribed to unexplained shocks, which as a result can be highly persistent. This, 

together with tight priors on estimated parameters, ensures that empirical evidence does 

ot o p o ise the i te al o siste  of the odel s st u tu e. Pe haps late  e  theo  
might be developed or applied which could explain this dynamics, but only in a way that 

ensured the internal consistency of the model remained in place. (Wren-Lewis, 2011: 131) 

Moreover this procedure, such that empirics are at all costs prevented from contaminating and 

hence undermining the core, is even clearer in the case of the Bank of England:  

At the e t e of the Ba k s latest fo e asti g odel … is a o e  that is esse tiall  a  
elaborate DSGE model. Inconsistency with the data is ha dled  additio al o - o e  
equations, which relate variables from the odel s o e to the data … Critically, data 

i o siste  is ot allo ed to i fe t  the o e, ut instead determines the structure of the 

non-core equations. The non-core equations are completely recursive to the DSGE core: 

there is no feedback from non-core variables to the core. In a more traditional structural 

econometric model, there is no distinction between core and non-core, and any additional 
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dynamics suggested in the data would be incorporated di e tl  i to the odel s e uatio s. 
I  the Ba k s app oa h the st u tu e of the o e is protected from su h data- ased  
augmentation.  (Wren-Lewis, 2011: 131-2)  

What Wren-Lewis has uncovered in his discussion of the twenty-year delay in the recognition of 

price stickiness, and the core/non-core distinction invoked by central banks to avoid infection of the 

theoretical core of their models with empirical facts, is an academic discipline which seems prepared 

to go to any lengths to protect the core of the neoclassical paradigm, that is, the principle that the 

economy can be understood by starting with optimising agents and building up.  The same thing can 

be seen to have happened as the discipline came to terms with the criticisms of perfect competition 

brought forward by Austin and Chamberlin.  According to Minsky these views were deemed 

acceptable to the extent that they left profit-maximisation and hence the price system untouched: 

A reason which can be advanced for the ready acceptance by economists of profit-

maximizing behavior, independently of the changes in the market structure which are 

introduced in their analysis, is that profit-maximizing behavior leads naturally to 

mathematics in which derivatives of the difference between total cost and total revenue are 

set equal to zero. In this sense, under profit-maximization the behavior of the competitive 

and non-competitive firm are formally identical – the mathematical set-up is the same.  The 

complexity added by non-competitive firms is resolved by the introduction of the demand 

elasticities confronting the firm at appropriate places in the analysis.  In general equilibrium 

analysis, the existence of monopoly does not lead to any adjustment in the equilibrium 

relations if profit-maximizing is assumed; rather the effect of different degrees of monopoly 

is in the distribution of income and the allocation of resources.  (Minsky, 2004: 100 n 20)   

The emergence of microfoundations as a talisman to facilitate a policing function can be understood 

in this perspective.  The neoclassical mainstream can accept innovations once it is convinced that 

they can be reconciled with its core propositions, in particular, that we can start with rational agents 

who maximise utility and profits, and derive macro results from their behaviour.  Approaches which 

o t adi t this ie  a  e desig ated ad ho  a d u s ie tifi .  As ill e a gued i  the e t 
section, this proposition constitutes a strongly reductionist world-view deriving from methodological 

individualism.   

 

3 Analysis of microfoundations  

The microfoundations programme can be understood as an application of an underlying standpoint, 

methodological individualism, widely held to be fundamental to neoclassical economics as well as 

Austrian economics: The quest for microfoundations grew out of the widely felt, but rarely explicitly 

stated, desire to stick to the position of methodological individualism  Ja sse , 2008: 1).  Howitt, 

too, speaks of  

the reductionist methodological predisposition that economists of almost all persuasions 

share to some degree, according to which no explanation of economic phenomena is truly 

satisfactory if it does not reduce the phenomena to a question of individual actions by basic 

decision-making units.  (Howitt, 1987) 
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It is this reductionist methodological predisposition – methodological individualism – which requires 

economics, in particular macroeconomics, to have its foundations in microeconomics.  But as the 

literature on methodological individualism shows, there is much ambiguity and confusion concerning 

what it might mean.  In particular, the core principle of methodological individualism can be 

expressed in two apparently similar but actually profoundly different claims: 

A: macro-level phenomena must be derived from, that is, reducible to, micro-level 

phenomena; and  

 B: macro-level phenomena must be consistent with micro-level phenomena. 

Claim B is difficult to argue with: it is not clear what kind of paradigm would be unconcerned by 

inconsistency of this kind.  And indeed the motivation for the bulk of microfounded research work is 

typically expressed in terms of this internal consistency.  Claim A expresses the standpoint, 

sometimes known as atomism, encapsulated in the statement that the whole is the sum of its parts.  

Adopting an admittedly procrustean approach to the use of words, in what follows I shall refer to 

this as reductionism: a reductionist account of something, in this use of the term, regards the thing 

as constituted by its elements taken in isolation.  Claim A is a special case of the looser formulation 

in claim B: if X is reducible to Y, the two are certainly consistent; but consistency does not itself 

entail reducibility.  According to semantic holism, for example, the meaning of a sentence must be 

consistent with the meaning of the individual words, but cannot be reduced to them.  Rather it 

emerges from the way the words relate to each other.  For a reductionist, there is no consistency 

beyond reduction, but for a non-reductionist there is.  There is considerable debate amongst 

philosophers as to whether or not apparent instances of such emergence, as the putative existence 

of irreducible entities is called, refute reductionism (defined in this sense).  It is therefore at the very 

least unwarranted and premature for economists to assume that that debate is over and that 

reductionism is necessarily correct.   

The microfoundations programme inherits this ambivalence from methodological individualism.  It is 

logically possible to advocate a non-reductionist microfoundations approach, where the 

requirement to demonstrate microfoundations only means that individual behaviour must be shown 

to be consistent with the macro entities posited by the theory adopted.  The micro in this case is 

sufficient, but not necessary, for the macro to be possible.  A researcher has ticked this particular 

box when he has shown that there is a possible constellation of individual-level behaviours which 

could underpin the posited macro entities of the model, without being required to show that it is 

that very constellation which really does underlie the macro phenomena addressed by the model.    

We have then, two possible stances.  Either macro models need to be microfounded, that is, shown 

to be an inevitable outcome of a specific constellation of micro behaviours – this is the approach of 

DSGE modelling today.  Or macro models need to shown to be consistent with at least one 

constellation of possible micro behaviours.  This is the alternative – there is no supposition that any 

constellation of micro behaviours will necessarily lead to this rather than that macro outcome.  

Multiple outcomes are potentially consistent with a given set of micro behaviours.   

There is another dimension to be considered.  This involves both a whole-and-parts aspect and a 

time aspect.  It may be that there is a difference between what a science as a whole should aim at, 
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and what should be required of an individual researcher or study.  As is well known, Watkins 

distinguishes between such half-way  and ultimate o  o k- otto  explanations:  

There may be unfinished or half-way explanations of large-scale social phenomena (say, 

inflation) in terms of other large-scale phenomena (say, full employment); but we shall not 

have arived [sic] at rock-bottom explanations of such large-scale phenomena until we have 

deduced an account of them from statements about the dispositions, beliefs, resources, and 

inter-relations of individuals (Watkins, 1957: 106).   

It may be that we all want macroeconomics as a whole to be well founded, in the sense of being 

consistent with a possible constellation of micro-level behaviours, and, indeed, that we will regard 

the science as incomplete until it isolates the true micro-foundation.  But, if e adopt Watki s s 
stance here, that does not in any way imply that any specific enquiry is defective if it fails to attain to 

rock-bottom  explanation.  A theoretically compelling and empirically supported theory can still be 

enlightening without any micro-level support whatever.  However, the absence of a reference to the 

corresponding micro-level theory will always be felt as an absence, a lacuna that in due course needs 

to be addressed.  The tension here is between the individual study and the science as a whole; it is 

itself a micro-macro dichotomy.   

A further issue which is clearly related to, and indeed sometimes conflated with, the issues of 

microfoundations and methodological individualism, should be mentioned here.  As just argued, we 

might well want a macroeconomics which is shown to be consistent with a constellation of micro 

behaviours, and we will want to find out what those behaviours are.  This implies that it is legitimate 

to work towards this reconciliation from either direction – top-down or bottom-up.  The finished 

theory, if ever a theory can be finished, will be a unity of bottom-up and top-down explanation.  In 

the process of developing that theory, top-down and bottom-up theorising and explanations will 

both contribute.  That top-down and bottom-up approaches are in principle equally valid is 

e e plified  F ied a s :  state e t that hile oth he a d Ke es used a top-down 

methodology, most Keynesians and monetarists used a bottom-up approach.  Similarly, Trotsky 

(1973: 233-234) illustrates a discussion of Marxist notions of science by means of equally approving 

references to the top-down psychological approach of Freud and the bottom-up research strategy of 

Pavlov.  Herbert Simon, too, o t asts the usual conception of the sciences as building upward from 

elementary particles, through atoms and molecules to cells, organs and organisms  ith [t]he 

actual history , which has unfolded, as often as not, in the opposite direction, from top down  

(Simon 1996: 172).  The implication is that both procedures are to be regarded as legitimate 

scientific research strategies.  My own view here is that the choice of top-down or bottom-up 

heuristic is a wholly pragmatic matter: there is no issue of principle here, no golden key to 

knowledge of the world.  The methodologically pluralistic statements of Simon, Trotsky, and 

Friedman are therefore to be endorsed.   

 

4 The relationship between parts and wholes in social science 

The key question I wish to focus on, which underlies the microfoundations debate, concerns the 

relationship between parts and wholes.  I would like to explore this by drawing on the work of Daniel 

Dennett on the intentional stance .  If e adopt Watki s s disti tio  et ee  u fi ished a d o k-
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bottom explanations, we can, according to Dennett, make gigantic strides towards helpful and 

scientific – but not rock-bottom – explanations by invoking the intentional stance:   

when they [sc the designers of a VCR] engage in reverse engineering – of some other 

a ufa tu e s VC‘, fo  i sta e – the  a ail the sel es … of hat I all the intentional 

stance – they try to figure out what the designers had in mind.  They treat the artefact as a 

product of reasoned design development, a series of choices among alternatives, in which 

the decisions reached were those deemed best by the designers.  Thinking about the 

postulated functions of the parts is making assumptions about the reasons for their 

p ese e, a d this ofte  pe its o e to ake gia t leaps of i fe e e that fi esse o e s 
ignorance of the underlying physics, or lower-level design elements of the object (Dennett, 

1995: 229-230)
1
.   

It is interesting to dwell on the terms in this passage which Dennett chooses to emphasise.  The 

intentional stance focuses on what the designer had in mind, what he chose, what he decided, what 

he deemed best, and his reasons.  The parallels with neoclassical economics are striking, although of 

ou se, i  the dé oue e t De ett s desig e  tu s out to e the Da i ia  e olutio a  algo ith , 
and no human designer at all.   

De ett s app oa h he e is o pletel  o sistent with “i o s pragmatic holism : I  the fa e of 
complexity, an in-p i iple edu tio ist a  e at the sa e ti e a p ag ati  holist  “i o , : 
468).  This is a standpoint that I reject.  In my view a bottom-up explanation of organic entities in 

terms of particles and subordinate components of the thing studied will always be incomplete 

without an account of purpose, the reason the part is there, the function of the part in the whole.  

Where there is an organic relationship, the whole is a precondition for the explanation of the parts.  

In these cases it makes sense to say that the micro is macrofounded.   

This is ot to sa  that o ge ies do t e ist: clearly they do.  Marx famously compared mid-

nineteenth century peasant small holdings in France to potatoes in a sack (Marx, 1937).  And, of 

course, where there are purposes, they do not override or displace causation but work through 

causation.  The important bit of the job is to discover where there are top-down and bottom-up 

explanations and successfully to marry them up.  “o i  De ett s a ou t, the ole of the intentions 

considered by the intentional stance are not auxiliary, a helpful short-cut, merely fi essi g ou  
ig o a e of the go  e ha i al details  De ett, : 359), but an essential part of explanation.  

E pla atio  is i o plete ithout it, hate e  the le el of detail of o e s k o ledge of the 
substrate level may be.   

Dennett captures this in his discussion of substrate neutrality:  

The procedure for long division works equally well with pencil or pen, paper or parchment, 

neon lights or skywriting, using any symbol system you like.  The power of the procedure is 

due to its logical structure, not the causal powers of the materials used in the instantiation, 

just so long as those causal powers permit the prescribed steps to be followed exactly. 

(Dennett, 1995: 50-51)   

                                                           
1
 Throughout the paper emphasis in cited passages is exactly as in the original source.   
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The lai  I a  aki g he e is that just as athe ati s o , i  De ett s a gument, evolution, is a 

substrate-neutral algorithmic process, so is economic activity, and indeed not coincidentally, since 

that activity can itself be seen as an evolutionary process.  But that takes us too far from our present 

theme.  That theme is the relationship between macro and micro, and the Dennettian argument is 

that the macro – inflation, unemployment, and so on – is instantiated in the micro – a substrate of 

human agents.  Just as Dennett says that there are some requirements for a substrate for long 

division, there are requirements for the human substrate of economic phenomena – posited 

macroeconomic entities must be consistent with the causal powers of the human substrate.  But, 

given that constraint, they may be implemented in a wide range of agents – from agents with limited 

rationality driven by rules of thumb, to perfectly rational optimisers, for example, if those macro 

level entities are to any degree substrate-neutral.  If so, then it will in general not be possible to 

deduce or derive the macro from the micro.  Rather, the micro behaviours observed will be 

determined by the macro phenomena instantiated in them.    

In discussing the behaviour of a person we could never be satisfied by an account, however 

complete, in terms of molecules and cells, let alone of fermions and bosons – even though we know 

that the person consists of nothing else.  We ould eed to k o  a out the pe so s ide tit , his 
past, his goals, his preferences.  While it is of course the case that every aspect of the individual is 

underpinned by material substance, by organic activity at the cellular and system level, knowing 

about these subordinate levels, to any desired level of detail, would still leave us asking for more, 

asking about the beliefs and motivations of the individual.  This is what Hayek seizes on as the 

foundation for the claim that his methodologi al app oa h is individualist .  We can intuit what it is 

like to be a person because we ourselves are persons – we can draw on Verstehen:  

it is the concepts and views held by individuals which are directly known to us, and form the 

elements from which e ust uild up, as it e e, the o e o ple  phe o e a … it is the 
attitudes of individuals which are the familiar elements and by the combination of which we 

try to reproduce the complex phenomena, the results of individual actions, which are much 

less known.  (Hayek, 1979: 65; see also Simpson, 2013: 7) 

But this is only the start.  This is an application of the intentional stance to other people.  But they 

are not the only potential agents in the world.  We can understand the purpose of things because we 

have purposes.  We can think about the meaning of the A tik the a e ha is , o  Pale s at h, 
because we know what it means to mean something.  Whatever the provenance of either 

mechanism, we could not be satisfied by an account exclusively in terms of the component parts, 

the wheels and pinions and gears.  We would have to be told how those parts interacted to achieve 

the purpose of the whole.  For Dennett  

There is no substitute for the intentional stance.  Either you adopt it, and explain the pattern 

by finding the semantic-level
2
 facts, or you will forever be baffled by the regularity – the 

                                                           
2
 “ ta  is a out the ules fo  a ipulati g o ds, se a ti s a out thei  ea i g.  De ett s dis ussio  of 

what West Side Story and Romeo and Juliet have in common illustrates the point: hat the  sha e is ot a 

st i g of E glish ha a te s, ot e e  a se ue e of p opositio s … What is i  o o , of ou se, is ot a 
syntactic property or system of properties but a semantic property or system of properties: the story, not the 

te t; the ha a te s a d thei  pe so alities, ot thei  a es a d spee hes … “o it is o l  at the le el of 
intentional objects, once we have adopted the intentional stance, that we can describe these common 

properties  De ett, : .   
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causal regularity – that is a ifestl  the e … E e  if ou a  des i e, i  at hless 
microdetail, every causal fact in the history of every giraffe who has ever lived, unless you go 

up a le el o  t o a d ask Wh ?  … ou ill e e  e a le to explain the manifest 

regularities, such as the fact that giraffes have come to have long necks.  (Dennett, 

1995: 421) 

Clea l , De ett he e is ot positi g a o s ious desig e  of the gi affe s e k; rather the designer is 

the Darwinian evolutionary process.  Now the big issue is, whether indeed there are causally 

efficacious entities operating at social levels above that of the individual human agent.  For some it is 

obvious that there are not, for others equally obvious that there are.  This is the paradigmatic chasm 

across which we are trying to build bridges.  The core issue here is that of hypostatisation.  

Hypostatisation is the attribution of substance or real existence to concepts or abstractions 

(Greaves, 1974: glossary entry for hypostasis).  Mises sets out the view that hypostatisation is a 

mental error with great clarity in a subsection of The Ultimate Foundation of Economic Science 

e titled The Pitfalls of H postatizatio : 

The worst enemy of clear thinking is the propensity to hypostatize, i.e., to ascribe substance 

or real existence to mental constructs or concepts. 

In the sciences of human action the most conspicuous instance of this fallacy is the way in 

which the term society is employed by various schools of pseudo s ie e … so iet  itself is 
neither a substance, nor a power, nor an acting being.  O l  i di iduals a t … “o iet  does 
not exist apart from the thoughts and actions of people. It does not have "interests" and 

does not aim at anything. The same is valid for all other collectives (Mises, 1962: 78). 

Kant, too, a used his i telle tual a tago ists of a delusion in which they hypostatise something 

that exists merely in thought – that is, they treat it as a eal o je t e isti g … outside the thinking 

subject  Ka t, 2010: 191).  Nagel agrees.  Pointing out that the extension  of, for example, the 

French Enlightenment (that is, hate e  it is that the ph ase the F e h E lighte e t  efe s to) 

a ot e a ti ulated ith u li ited detail , he suggests that this failure may lead to a hypostatic  

conception of it as a causally efficacious unitary whole:  

such a hypostatic transformation of a complex system of relations between individual 

human beings into a self-subsisting entity capable of exercising causal influence is the 

a alogue of italisti  do t i es i  iolog  … su h h postati  i te p etatio s ha e ee  
useless as guides i  i ui  a d ste ile as p e ises i  e pla atio s … [T]he ethodologi al 
assumption that all collective terms designate either groups of human individuals or 

patterns of behaviour leads to a more fruitful way of identifying the extensions of such 

terms than does the perplexing hypostasis of mysterious super-individuals.  

(Nagel, 1979: 537) 

So, for Nagel, the answer to hypostatisation is, precisely, methodological individualism.   

For writers as diverse as Marx, Hayek, Keynes, Dawkins, Toynbee and Dennett, however, it is pretty 

u h a gi e  that su h super-individual  entities exist, and the issue is to identify them and explain 

their working.  For Keynes the class of parasitic rentiers and the institutional structure of atomistic 
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capitalism are creations of society which served their own interests, interests which now diverge 

from ours (Denis, 2002b).  For Hayek, the networks of social relations within which individuals are 

embedded undergo a process of natural selection such that the traditions we inherit embody the 

ules e ust follo , e e  if e do t u de sta d the .  Fo  Ha ek, alue a  o l  e understood 

as the dete i a t of hat people ust do to ai tai  the o e all st u tu e  of the s ste  ithi  
the individual is embedded (Hayek, 1983: 36).  Traditions here clearly exist and follow their own 

logic.  For Hayek, this logic is to act in our interest, but no mechanism is specified which guarantees 

this (Denis, 2002a).  For Toynbee, the unit of social analysis is the civilisation, the intelligible field of 

study  (Toynbee, 1972: 45).  The activities which take place within the civilisation are directed 

towards the maintenance of the civilisation, for example, the sustenance of a minority, including the 

soldiers, administrators and priests, who are free from the necessity of producing the material 

requirements of the society (Toynbee, 1972: 44).  For Dawkins and Dennett, the individual is itself a 

hypostatisation: individual organisms are gigantic lumbering robots  built by genes to serve as their 

vehicle, but a vehicle which comes to have its own interests, which diverge from those of its creators 

(Dawkins, 1989: 19, 332; Dennett, 1995: 471).  Finally, for Marx, states and capitals are 

hypostatisations of the activity of social individuals, organic social forms which have acquired their 

own interests, opposed to the interest of, and parasitic on, the human substrate of which they are 

formed (Denis, 2011).   

If substrate neutrality applies, then it is not the preferences, technology, and resource constraints 

facing the individual human which matter.  What matters is the properties of the social evolutionary 

algorithmic process which is instantiated in this substrate.  When individuals act socially they are 

implementing plans and decisions of which they care nothing and often do not even know.  For 

Adam “ ith, the apitalist intends only his own gain, and he is in this, as in many other cases, led by 

an invisible hand to promote an end which was no part of his intention  (Smith, 1776: IV.ii.9).  

Hayek, too, knows this, and so does Marx.  For these writers the key economic phenomena with 

which we are to deal are the unintended consequences of our self-seeking behaviour.  Those 

consequences are coherent social plans, and it is those plans that must be studied to understand 

what the individuals are doing.   

It is not my purpose here, however, to argue that all or indeed any of these views are correct.  All 

that we need to say is that they are not all obviously incorrect.  The possibility of non-human social 

entities cannot be dismissed in limine, but has to be explored and – if incorrect – refuted in each 

case.  The microfoundations programme as a research strategy is a legitimate approach
3
 for 

individual researchers to adopt.  As shibboleth it is an indefensible means to the exclusion of non-

mainstream approaches to economics.    

 

                                                           
3
 This has statement has been rejected by readers.  An anonymous referee has criticised the statement, saying 

that this legitimacy has not been established – and indeed cannot be established, and another has said that 

atomism is treated too leniently .  I am not asserting that this is a good research strategy, or one I would 

endorse; rather I am saying that it is up to individual researchers to follow whatever strategy they choose.  I 

am very reluctant to endorse proscriptions on particular research strategies.  It is possible to generate insight 

even within profoundly mistaken paradigms.  Pasteur made his discoveries in the process of attempting to 

refute theories of spontaneous generation, which he regarded as contradicting the Christian doctrine of 

creation.   
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5 Equilibrium and the representative agent 

The DSGE approach is an equilibrium approach and it therefore behoves us to examine the relevance 

of the notion of equilibrium which it expresses to the microfoundations project.  I have already said 

a it a out the eo lassi al deplo e t of the o ept of e uili iu  De is, , a d I o t 
epeat that he e.  D“GE is also ha a te ised  use of ep ese tati e age ts , usually just the one, 

but in some cases a small number of heterogeneous agents, standing for the all the agents in the 

economy.  We explore this below, starting with the representative agent and concluding with 

equilibrium.    

Modern general equilibrium theory is built on the work of such writers as Walras, Ramsey and Arrow 

and Debreu.  It is notable that Walras regarded himself as a scientific socialist (Morishima, 1977: 2) 

while the Ramsey model of 1928 (Ramsey, 1978: 261-281) is a model of the actions to be taken by a 

central planner who wishes to establish the optimal rate of saving for the community (Wickens, 

2011: 2-3).  This suggests a e isio  of Paul “ eez s apotheg , such that modern neoclassical 

macroeconomics is the economics of socialism, while the economics of such writers as Keynes and 

Marx is the economics of capitalism.  To some extent, it is not that DSGE is wrong, but that it 

happens – as Keynes liked to say about the classical economics of his time – not to describe the 

economy we actually inhabit, namely a capitalist economy.  To be specific, mainstream economics 

treats the economy as one of direct exchange of products for products, use-value for use-value, 

rather than as exchange driven by the needs of capitalist accumulation – i  Ke es s la guage, a eal 
exchange economy rather than a monetary production economy.   

Wi ke s ide tifies as the sta ti g poi t  fo  the stud  of D“GE odels a s all ge e al e uili iu  
odel o o l  k o  as eithe  the ‘a se   odel o  the ep ese tati e-age t odel .  

The Ramsey model is a representative-agent model in the sense that a single agent is set the 

opti isatio  p o le  of hoosi g the f a tio  of its i o e to sa e.  This age t is ega ded as a 
atio  ‘a se , : , and so can be said to represent all the agents in that economy.  So the 

assumption is that the whole of society can behave as a single individual; viewed as such we can say 

exactly what the nation must do, if the individual agent representing it is a Homo economicus.  Now 

– pace many heterodox critics – it is not wrong to consider what humanity as a whole will do, or 

what it must do in order to behave rationally, in its interaction with the physical world.  Marx does 

this in Chapter 1 of Capital, where he considers the activity of Robinson Crusoe on his island, as he 

allocates his labour between the various activities required to produce the products that he 

consumes.  Marx concludes the paragraph with the very surprising state e t that All the elatio s 
between Robinson and the objects that form this wealth of his own creation, are here so simple and 

lea  as to e i telligi le ithout e e tio  … A d et those elatio s o tai  all that is esse tial to 
the dete i atio  of alue  Ma  : .  The surprise, and the deep significance of this, is that 

alue  i  Capital (Wert in the German) is ineluctably a social category i  Ma s a al sis – it simply 

cannot apply to the case of the individual producing and consuming use-values, such as Crusoe.  

Robinson, here, is a synecdoche standing for society as a whole.  This is brought out in the 

su se ue t pages.  I  a o u it  of f ee i di iduals , that is, u de  so ialis , Marx says, [a]ll 

the ha a te isti s of ‘o i so s la ou  a e he e epeated, ut ith the diffe e e that the  a e 
social, instead of individual.  Everything produced by him was exclusively the result of his own 

personal labour, and therefore simply an object of use for himself.  The total product of our 

o u it  is a so ial p odu t  Ma , : - .  A o u it  of f ee i di iduals , for Marx, is 
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one in which capitalism has been overcome, a socialist community.  So for Marx, like Walras and 

Ramsey, the isolated individual is a figure standing for society as a whole, when that society is 

conceived as a community of free individuals.    

What neither Marx nor Ramsey did, however, was to extend this normative view of what a (socialist) 

society should do so as to make it a descriptive statement of what a capitalist society actually does.  

That is the approach of the Walrasian tradition issuing i  toda s DSGE paradigm.   

Turning to the issue of equilibrium, we note that there are two equilibria to consider – short- and 

long-run.  This attempts to graft a Marshallian construct on to the Walrasian framework.  We can 

summarise the DSGE position in the somewhat paradoxical-sounding statement that the economy is 

always in short-run and never in long-run equilibrium.  The economy is in short-run equilibrium by 

defi itio .  The e o o  is ie ed as ei g i  o ti uous [sho t-run] equilibrium in the sense that, 

gi e  the i fo atio  a aila le, people ake de isio s that appea  to e opti al fo  the  … The 
economy is assumed to be always in short- u  e uili iu  Wi ke s, : .  This is i efuta le: 
whatever obstacles to such a state of affairs may be proposed, can simply be impounded in the 

constraints the agent faces – the individual does not have enough information to act rationally?  No, 

he does the best he can subject to this constraint – by forming expectations rationally, for example.  

He lacks computing power?  Again, he does the best he can – by means of habits, institutions, and so 

on – subject to this constraint.  There is nothing intrinsically wrong with this – a definition cannot be 

wrong, only of greater or lesser utility.  As we will see below, the problems arise when that short-run 

equilibrium is interpreted in a specific way.   

On the definition of short-run equilibrium agents are doing the best they can subject to constraints – 

but that cannot mean that the outcome is optimal in the sense that they have no incentive to 

change their behaviour in subsequent periods.  One constraint might be that in period t – 1 they do 

not know what other agents intend to do in period t.  When period t arrives, the actions of the 

agents, whose intentions other agents had to surmise, are now evident.  Mostly the outturn 

behaviour of others will be different from what the agent had expected; the agent will therefore 

have an incentive to adjust his behaviou  to adapt to the e  i u sta es.  Ke es s eaut  
o test  a al sis i  the General Theory (Keynes, 1973: 156) supports this view.  Agents, Keynes says, 

are in the business, not of forecasting the fundamental value of assets, but of forecasting the general 

opi io  of the ge e al opi io  of … asset alues i  the e t pe iod.  The e is a  i fi ite eg ess 
sepa ati g the e pe tatio s f o  the u de l i g fu da e tals.  This gi es ise to o e tio al  
values in which the future is assumed to resemble the past (Keynes, 1973: 152), punctuated by 

inherently unpredictable landslides in sentiment caused by waves of optimism and pessimism 

sweeping the investment community.  The standard interpretation of the short-run equilibrium 

which the economy is always in, as one in which there is no incentive for the agent to change his 

behaviour, is an additional, tacit, unsupported, and indeed wholly unwarranted, assumption.   

Turning to the long run, the economy will, in practice, never be in long- u  e uili iu  as The long 

run, or the steady state, is a mathematical property of the macroeconomic model that describes its 

path he  all past sho ks ha e full  o ked th ough the s ste .  This ill i  ge e al e e  e 
reached as the economy is continually subject to new sho ks.  It is ot, the efo e, the e o o  that 
is assumed to be in long- u  e uili iu , ut the a oe o o i  odel  Wi ke s, : .  The 
long- u  e uili iu  a  e eithe  a stati  e uili iu , i  hi h all a ia les a e o sta t, o , o e 
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generally, a growth equilibrium, in which in the absence of shocks, there is no tendency for the 

e o o  to depa t f o  a gi e  path  Wi ke s, : .   

This approach makes a number of profound, but tacit, assumptions.  The distinction which Wickens 

makes, between the model and the economy, is well taken.  But the nature of the difference 

between the two is systematically understated.  For Wickens, the economy is in short-run 

equilibrium (so the economy and model coincide in the short run), and the only reason that it is not 

in long-run equilibrium is because the latter is what happens when past shocks have all been 

adjusted to, but in reality new shocks are arriving continually.  However (a) there is no guarantee 

that the short-run equilibrium that the economy is in will gravitate, in the absence of further shocks 

and as adjustment to past ones is completed, to a long-run equilibrium or steady state.  On the 

contrary, there might be no final stopping point, or the system might cycle endlessly or behave 

chaotically.  And (b) it might not be a matter of adjusting to exogenous shocks at all, but of the 

emergence of endogenous change within the system (Simpson, 2013: 6; Denis, 2007).  

These assumptions are made for one reason: tractability.  The consequence is that they are 

essentially ad hoc, not derived from anything more basic.  There is no theoretical reason why the 

economy that the model is supposed to represent will display these features.  The DSGE approach is 

thus guilty of the ad-hocery of which it o i ts t aditio al a oe o o i s .  As John King says, in 

this very o te t, the temptation to slide from the intractable real world into tractable fantasy 

worlds is very difficult to resist  Ki g, : ; see also Colander et al, 2008: 238). 

 

6 Conclusion 

The paper has made a number of comments on the microfoundations project.  It is suggested that 

the advantages claimed for a micro-founded approach are unconvincing.  This is because the 

alternative in general is wrongly posed as that between DSGE/RBC models, on the one hand, and 

traditional, theoretically inconsistent econometric modelling, on the other.  It is an instance of 

Ti oth  Ga to  Ash s apotheg  that the sele tio  of the ou te fa tual uestio  to e asked often 

anticipates the desired answer.  The real opportunity cost, however, is the exclusion of such 

theo eti al o t i utio s as Ha ek s theo  of so ial e olutio , Ma s a al sis of apital as a 
pa asiti  o ple  of so ial elatio s, a d Ke es s theo  of agg egate de a d.   

The microfoundations approach is analysed in the paper in relation to methodological individualism, 

suggesting that both approaches share an ambiguity regarding the relation between micro and 

macro.  Does the assertion of a requirement for microfoundations mean, uncontroversially, that the 

macro must be consistent with the micro, or, more demandingly, that the micro must be reducible 

to and derivable from the micro?  The latter is identified as expressing a reductionist or atomistic 

standpoint, such that the whole is just the sum of its parts.  Such a requirement is shown necessarily 

to exclude a vast array of contributions to economic science.  A dis ussio  of Da iel De ett s 
concepts of substrate neutrality and the intentional stance suggests that such non-reductionist 

approaches cannot be easily dismissed.  Further it is suggested that hypostatisation – the ascription 

of substance and causal efficacy to abstractions – is a key feature of the approaches excluded by the 

requirement of microfoundations, and that it is unreasonable to exclude such approaches in limine.  

Finally, it is argued that the assumptions which microfounded approaches make in connection with 
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the representative agent and the notion of equilibrium at the heart of DSGE show a striking degree 

of ad-hocery – a failure to ground key assumptions required for tractability.  I conclude that the 

adoption of a micro-founded approach to a research project is unexceptionable – its likely success a 

matter for the researcher.  The use of the requirement for microfoundations as a shibboleth, 

policing the research activity of others, however, is to be deplored.   
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